
In The Beginning.

In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. The

same was in the beginning with God. All things were made by Him, and this, so it goes, was good.

‘Let there be light’ had led to light, and to the firmament and stars, and to the land and seeds, and to

the birds and fish, and all the other animals combined. And this, so it goes, was good. And then,

with the hardship it takes a human to move an ant or an atom, God created man. And we’re only

just beginning. They make bombs out of atoms too, you know.

In the 1970s, a doctor in the jungles of the Dominican Republic heard rumours of ‘girls who

turned into boys’. Her investigation found many Dominican children were born with ambiguous sex

organs. Increased testosterone during puberty, however, prompted development of male genitalia.

This led to the discovery of 5α-Reductase – an enzyme crucial to the production of testosterone.

In the present day, I will sit and stare at the same several packs of pills I come to every

morning that rest between my Bible and my beauty box. I will take bipolar medication, beta

blockers, an anti-androgen and an oestrogen supplement. In the night I do the same.

The bipolar medication comes from a much beloved French Victorian valerian extract that

did nothing until people realised it didn’t do ‘nothing’. The anxiety pills are the result of one

particularly persevering Scottish pharmacologist. The anti-androgen is prescribed as a treatment to

trans women and non-binary peoples such as myself. It comes from a simple, serendipitous story

overheard by a doctor in the jungles of the Dominican Republic. The oestrogen comes from horse

piss. I feel good about life. All things come from chaos.

In the beginning, or near enough the beginning as I can remember, there was God. That is

not to say that God existed solely and completely across and before the universe at the beginning of

all time (although I am sure He did that too); more-so that in my beginning there was God as He

was given to me: my mother’s father was a prison reverend. She met her husband through her

brother and my father attending the same Bible college. Within days of my birth, I was held, head



high and chest out, to a 600-strong congregation of evangelical Christians (in my mind not-unlike

The Lion King), at which point my parents ‘dedicated my life to The Lord’. And so, in the

beginning, there was God, and soon after that, there were churches.

I do miss churches. I miss them dearly.

I miss the terracotta walls of St Basil’s Cathedral, the bombast of Pugin and the calmness of

Christopher Wren. I miss the floors of Westminster Abbey, and the stained glass windows of Notre

Dame, and the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel. I want to be taken to the 100 metre bridge that

stone-masons built across a canyon to enter Las Lajas Sanctuary in South America. To be taken to

the great glass atrium of the Cathedral of Brasilia, in its swirls of blue and white. To the Church of

Saint George, carved downwards into the very bedrock of Ethiopia. I want to be taken to the Church

of the Good Shepherd, in New Zealand. The smallest of these, its simplicity acts as a mere accent

on God’s creation, and in doing so, reminds us of the most overlooked of Christian virtues:

humility.

My churches are in Wales. My churches are the churches that passed a collection plate to

tune an upright piano that couldn’t quite yet play Amazing Grace. My churches are the churches

that sang the pop-rock infused drones of Hillsong into my bored teenage ears, my churches are the

gospel choir of the French-African chapel my father took us to by mistake. They are the beauty of

an organ, a visiting harpist, an old Welsh woman who couldn’t sing, her husband Geraint who – by

God – definitely could.

They are churches named after Cadoc, who saved a penitent man from the judgment of King

Arthur. David, whose creation of a hill in West Wales has been described as one of the most

superfluous of miracles. And Woolos, whose Newport cathedral was already 500 years old when it

withstood an 11th century attack by pirates – these are my churches.

My churches are ‘revival meetings’ in chlorine scented leisure centres, they are function

rooms, and house meetings, they are my love of cement and brutalist architecture. They are the



buildings I grew in where any wide-eyed Christian looked at a room with a PA and some chairs and

had the same heady idea: we could run a meeting here.

I miss them dearly.

I do not know how to visit a church on Maori land without contemplating colonisation. I do

not know how to visit the churches that have been built and rebuilt in Jerusalem whilst separating

the lines of a pilgrimage and a crusade. It would be hard to feel majesty in a Moscow cathedral built

by Ivan the Terrible.

I have no plans to visit South America. The life expectancy of a transgender woman in

Brazil is 30 years old.

However, whilst it is possible to see these as the extraordinary circumstances that divorced a

boy from an earnest devotion to religion, the truth is a little more complex. The scandals of

Christendom were not present in my mind as a child. I just felt different.

My family was briefly homeless, when I was 12. It is a winding, unhappy story. Towards the

end of the ordeal, my father had reached out to a man he’d known from before converting to

Christianity, when he was a daily drug-taker. The man gave us his room. For a blinding ex-junkie, a

sofa was a palace compared to sleeping amongst needles and dirt in the beaches of France. Thus, his

master bedroom became our bedroom. My mother slept on the bed for the sake of her asthma; my

sister and I slept on blankets on the floor. I remember counting the spiders.

(I do not remember feeling forsaken.)

I remember having nothing. I remember having lost my childhood toys and books and video

games, and my family having no furniture or cookware or pride. I remember a friend agreeing to

look after my childhood cat, and I remember not being able to be there when she died.

It was in churches that I learned of piety, and grace, and charity. It was in churches that we

passed a collection plate for a piano whilst my family did not have money to eat, where I walked

home in the rain with broken shoes because the congregation wouldn’t drive to a council estate. It



was in churches I sat, least of these, with hunger and bloodied feet whilst the minister warned us of

the difference between the Levite, the Priest, and the Good Samaritan

It was without churches that I kept my connection to God, yet it is in churches that I feel

most connected to Him. We are tethered, He and I, like old friends navigating a ship on a course to

nowhere. I have spoken to Him every night for nearly eight thousand consecutive nights, and my

problem of churches has almost been provided an answer.

I have come to accept that churches are experiential. My churches are the blurred spaces

between majesty and nostalgia. I can no longer play snake on a flip-phone and cwtch the chest of

my grandfather. He is dead. I cannot sit in house groups on cheap Persian rugs with orange juice,

Nice biscuits and the comforting green hum and static of a CRT TV. (The television was taken by

bailiffs.) But the churches are still my churches, in all their messy glory. They are the milieu in

which I came to be, and it is upon their edifice through which I see the world. It is easy for me to

see that world as one that contradicts the teachings of the Bible. I sometimes still look at the

suffering and sorrow caused by humanity and ask myself if any of this is any part of God’s will; if

any of this is any part of what he had imagined when he said ‘let there be light’, in the beginning.

These are, however, my only-sometimes thoughts. It has been long since I have learned that

the helping hands can be the same that hold the knife. It has been long since I have learned that The

Bible is not a book, not an ideological monolith, and not for children. It is scandalous and lurid and

violent. There is sweetness in the simplicity of a story of an Angry Giant or a Big Fish; less so in

the verses of incest and rape. They are not easy for children. They are not easy for adults.

For me, for now, I am comfortable with myself, my Bible, and my God. I will sit with my

church of one. Sometimes, however, I will rest in a cemetery, on the pew at the back of a church, or

in a public access prayer room with patrons that do not seem to know what to do with me. I do not

have the answers for churches. Holy ground, however, is sometimes the space I need to feel a little



closer to sacredness. It is in those situations where I will close my eyes, head up, chest out, and I am

once more tethered to the high, untrespassed sanctity of God. For me, this is enough.

*


